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Case Study – SeeWhy Conversion Manager Connector for NetSuite
"To be honest I wasn't sure Shopping Cart Abandonment was that big of a problem. Until we were able to see actual
figures, I was somewhat skeptical. As we continue to gather data the numbers continue to impress. The partnership
that we have entered with SeeWhy is proving to be very valuable. For example based on our abandonment rate of
40% (which is probably low across the board), with the help of SeeWhy we have been able to recover about 50% of
the identifiable abandoned carts. Real Time marketing to customers that have just left our site will prove to be an
incredible tool and we look forward to our continued partnership with SeeWhy."
- John Stauffer, Outback Toys
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Results: Outback Toys has a powerful tool, built right
into their NetSuite website to capture email addresses,
identify abandoned carts and convert those abandoned
carts into real revenue that would otherwise have been

"The Explore Consulting group is professional, talk in my language, and take the time to help me understand what is
going on. They are different than a lot of companies, in that it seemed to be just as important that I understood
what was happening within my system as much as making sure the implementation was successful."
Kreg Stewart, Warehouse Manager, Outback Toys
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